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Motivation
• RDBMSs initially sufficient for most applications
– Good out-of-the-box performance
– Supports different workloads (OLTP, OLAP, HTAP)

• Application requirements evolve

– Correctness and performance of SQL not enough
– Users want a generic data platform to run arbitrary,
stateful, complex compute
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Motivation
• Lack of DBMS flexibility results in one-off solutions
– Get what you need
– Huge ramp-up
– Questionable pay-off

riving in the No Man’s Land
een Compilers and Databases
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Figure 1: No Man’s Land between Compilers and Databases

tel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) despite the technology being commercially available for three years and there being massive
demand.1 Even if users would like to extend the DMS with custom
features such as hardware enclaves, the system lacks the flexibility to accommodate that. The alternative is building a system from
scratch, which comes at enormous ramp-up costs that may never
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Observation
• In memory DBMSs now leverage code-generation for
performance
• Compiler researchers study domain specific
languages
• Both use dataflow representations internally
– For optimization

• Both have notions of cost-based optimizations
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Observation
• In memory DBMSs now leverage code-generation for
performance
Can DBMS optimizations be
• Compiler researchers
study to
domain
specific
applied directly
a compiler’s
languages
IR? Is it possible to unify the
• Both use dataflow representations internally
two systems?
– For optimization

• Both have notions of cost-based optimizations
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Example

• Linear least-squares classifier with online retraining
– C++ and PostgreSQL UDF implementations

• UDF incurs ~5000x overhead
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General Purpose Languages (GPL)
• Not a silver bullet
– Correctness
– Performance
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GPL Correctness
• DBMSs use declarative SQL to express computation

– Separation of declarative front-end and execution enables
reasoning about correctness
– Correctness defined independently of implementation

• GPL (and frameworks) hard-code execution plan
– Too low-level
– Undecidable correctness
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GPL Performance
• DBMSs have spent decades becoming hardwareconscious
– PAX, vectorized execution, pre-fetching, SIMD

• DBMS knows algorithms, data access, and
distribution

– Compiler IR is too low-level
– DBMS will generate better code than compiler
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Unifying DBMSs and Compilers
DMS
Transactional Isolation
Transactional Atomicity
Transactional Consistency
Transactional Durability
Binary ABI
Cost-based Optimization
Indexing
Adaptive Indexing
Runtime Re-Optimization
Defined memory layout
Data Independence
Persistence
Declarative Interface
Access Control
Crash Recovery
Explicit State Management
Intermediate Operator State
Fallback Language
Implicit Resource Mgmt.
Explicit Resource Mgmt.
Unit Testing
Pay-as-you-go cloud pricing
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Table 1: Comparing (some) Features of Execution Platforms

compilers and DMSs are largely disjoint. We believe that this merits a deeper discussion.
Knowledge Transfer to DMSs. DMSs have adopted compilers
(or, more specifically, virtual machines) as backends because they
fulfil the need for CPU-efficient binary code. Projects such as Hy-

benefit from them, which is not a fundamental improvement ov
DMSs. Similarly, approaches such as Exodus [9] or, more co
ceptually, RISC-style database systems [12] provide no compil
integration at all, although they recognize the problem posed b
monolithic DMSs.
There are some early efforts to extend the applicability of dat
dependent optimizations, which were previously almost exclusive
used in DMSs, to a broader scope of programs by giving hints
the compiler. An example is Milk [21], which allows a compiler
apply optimization to indirect memory loads similar to those th
query processors apply to page loads in foreign-key joins. Sinc
this optimization is not universally beneficial (or correct), develo
ers have to enable it using OpenMP pragmas.
While such changes to the internal workings of compilers
DMSs positively impact their respective performance, they do n
fundamentally alter their capabilities. On the DMS side, the inte
face to query compilation systems is still SQL with ACID guara
tees on all tables, which comes with the overhead that we show
in our experiment in Section 2. On the compiler side, Spark RD
query plans still need to be optimized by hand.
Reducing Friction between the two. There is, however, som
work that accepts the strengths and shortcomings of each of th
systems and attempts to use knowledge about one to optimize th
other. An interesting example of that is Sloth [14], an approach
holistic optimization that defers the issuing of queries in an appl
cation as much possible. This enables optimizations such as fusio
and even complete elimination of calls to the database.

3.2 Challenges

Despite some early successes, traditional DMSs and compilers ar
at their core, still quite different, and their unification is not a trivi
task. Let us next walk through the challenges that we see in th
endeavor.
We see three aspects of these systems that need unification: the
model of intermediate state, their model of computation and the
model of persistence. These aspects correspond directly to the thre
components of a computer system: RAM, CPU and disk. Bo
compilers and DMSs have these aspects, but they implement fund
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Challenges To Unification
• Three main challenges:

– Model of intermediate state
– Model of computation
– Model of persistence
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Challenge #1 - Intermediate State
• For DBMSs, the state model is a relation
• Compilers have multiple options:
– Registers; too small
– Heap; difficult to reason about
– Stack; appears like a reasonable choice
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Challenge #2 – Model of Computation
• DBMSs supported bounded loops, variables, conditions
– Suffer with recursive functions
– Unboundedness makes optimization difficult

• Compilers have sophisticated models

– SSA, polyhedral (very difficult and slow), continuation-passing
style (CPS)

• CPS appears like a reasonable choice
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Challenge #3 – Model of Persistence
• DBMS has single persistence model
• GPLs/Compilers can use multiple models
– Raw disk, third-party libs (i.e., Protobuf, Thrift etc.)
– No consistency guarantees, but possible to generate
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Opportunities For Unification
• State recovery of general programs

– Not all data created equal
– Annotate what data should be recoverable by DBMS
– Annotate what data should be recoverable by app. logic

• Cost as a first class citizen

– Need a notion for the overall cost of a program
– Especially important for PaaS providers to cost-estimate
generic programs
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Opportunities for Adaptivity
• DBMS adapts between query executions
– Gather knowledge about data (e.g., LEO)
– Built indices (e.g., cracking)
– Similar to profile-guided optimization

• JITs use runtime adaptivity to selectively compile
functions

int process(int* input, unsigned long size) {
int result = 0;
for(auto i = 0; i < size; i++)
result += input[i];
return result;
};

1
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Example: Compression
Ungrouped Aggregation
int process(int* input, unsigned long size) {
int result = 0;
for(auto i = 0; i < size; i++)
result += input[i];
return result;
};

Listing 1: Simple Aggregation in C
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Listing 1: Simple Aggregation in C

Ungrouped Aggregation on RLE input
extern int* runs;
1
define i32 @process(i32*, i64) {
extern int* lengths;

9
10
11
12
13

loop:
3
%i = phi
i64 [unsigned
0, %2 ],
[ %nextI,
int process(int*
input,
long
size) { %loop ]
4 result
%resultBefore
= phi i32 [ 0, %2 ], [ %result, %loop ]
int
= 0;
5
%inputValuePtr
= getelementptr
inbounds i32, i32* %0, i64 %i
for(auto
i = 0ul; i < size;
i++)
6result%inputValue
=
load
i32,
i32*
%inputValuePtr
+= runs[i] * lengths[i];
7
%result = add nsw i32 %inputValue, %resultBefore
return
result;
1
%nextI = add nuw i64 %i, 1
}; 8
2
3
9
%end = icmp eq i64 %nextI, %1
4
10
br i1 %end, label %exit, label %loop
5
11
exit:2: Aggregation of Run-length-encoded data in C
Listing
6
12
ret i32 %result
7
13
}
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• Rewriting aggregation to RLE data is non-trivial
tire plan). If the system explores different query plans (see [46]),
• Don’t operate on source, use LLVM
IR Listing
this quickly becomes
expensive.
There Aggregation
are, thus, gains
be made
3: Simple
in to
LLVM
IR
by integrating adaptive compilation into DMSs. On the other side,
compilers could
be more
aggressive in building (and even persist• Take DBMS knowledge, implement
into
compiler
ing) auxiliary data structures such as indices. We envision executable binaries contain a “scratchpad-memory” that can be modiframework
fied by the application to pass data to its next invocation. For examextern int* runs;
extern int* lengths;
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int process(int* input, unsigned long size) {
int result = 0;
for(auto i = 0ul; i < size; i++)
result += runs[i] * lengths[i];
return result;
};

8
9

10
11
12
13

define i32 @process(i32*, i64) {
14
2
%runs = load i32*, i32** @runs
15
16
3
%lengths = load i32*, i32** @lengths
17
4
br label %loop
18
5
loop:
ple,6 a UNIX
grep could store the probability of finding matching 19
Listing 2: Aggregation of Run-length-encoded data in C
%i = phi i64 [ 0, %2 ], [ %nextI, %loop ]
lines
text file over the
lasti32
n runs
use[ this
information
7 in a %resultBefore
= phi
[ 0, and
%2 ],
%result,
%loop ] to
allocate
buffers.
8
%runValuePtr = getelementptr inbounds i32, i32* %runs, i64 %
9
%runValue = load i32, i32* %runValuePtr
tire plan). If the system explores different query plans (see [46]), 10
%lengthValuePtr = getelementptr inbounds i32, i32* %lengths,
this quickly becomes expensive. There are, thus, gains to be made 11
%lengthValue = load i32, i32* %lengthValuePtr
12
%inputValue
mul nsw using
i32 %lengthValue,
%runValue
by integrating adaptive compilation into DMSs. On the other side, Let
us illustrate
our =approach
a textbook data
management
13
%result = add nsw i32 %inputValue, %resultBefore
compilers could be more aggressive in building (and even persist-technique
that
has,
to
the
best
of
our
knowledge,
never
been ap14
%nextI = add nuw i64 %i, 1
ing) auxiliary data structures such as indices. We envision exe-plied
context
15 in the
%end
= icmpofeqgeneral-purpose
i64 %nextI, %1 compilers: data compres16 (specifically
br i1 %end,
label %exit,
labeland
%loop
run-length
encoding)
operating directly on
cutable binaries contain a “scratchpad-memory” that can be modi-sion
17
exit:
1

4.

EXAMPLE: COMPRESSION
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Conclusions
• Databases and compilers have a lot in common
– Should perform some knowledge transfer

• Mastering both will allow applications to evolve
without being tied to any one technology
• Requires unification in three areas:
– Model of intermediate state
– Model of compute
– Model of persistence

